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 Abstract 
 

Robat, a robotic platform that uses an innovative approach using bio-inspired SONAR as an 

alternative solution for solving the SLAM problem, Simultaneous Localization and Mapping. For 

the last 52 million years bats use echo-location for navigation, localization and classification 

purpose. Inspired by this unique ability of bats in nature, here will use similar methods to approach 

this problem based only on acoustic methods. 

Focusing at the on the robotic orientation aspects of the Robat, developing a SONAR based method 

for robotic- mapping, obstacle avoidance and path planning in a greenhouse or an orchard. By 

using this innovative approach the Robat will have the ability to perform autonomous navigation 

based only on acoustic signals, at this research will present different experiments in an outdoor 

environment, greenhouse to test this approach. This system will be far cheaper, and more accurate 

than the all measures which are currently in use. 

 

 

 Introduction 

2.1 Brief background and importance  
 

The worldwide growing use of autonomous robotics and interactive systems emphasizes the need 

of finding new methods that can be implemented in these systems to improve the comprehension 

of our surroundings, including object recognition, classification, obstacle avoidance and path 

planning.  

Evidence shows that bats uses echolocation for the last 52-million years [1], Bats in nature have 

the ability to localize, avoid obstacles, mapping, and communicate between them.  

In this research we are aiming to use the advantages of the echolocation from bats to improve the 

methods currently in use in robotics.  

One of the most complicated issues in mobile robotics is coping with unknown surroundings, at 

this research we will propose an alternative solution for the SLAM problem using an innovative 

approach based only on acoustic signals, we will discuss the SLAM case by dividing it to two sub-

cases, localization and mapping, and by using the advantages of our system add a solution also 

for object-classification.   

Most mobile robots that a currently at the market use similar method as a solution for SLAM: 

For example, localization is widely based on Hector SLAM[2], relaying on the data achieved by 

LIDAR and scan matching, combining with odometry, which is the count of steps that the robot 

moved within the area can give us the estimated position of the robot in relatively good accuracy.  

LIDAR is used also for mapping an unknown environment, rotating laser mounted at the top of 

the robot platform can be used to sense obstacles within the robot’s surroundings and can be later 

use for calculating the robots path between points within the area. 

This sensor has a major disadvantage while working indoor in house full of windows or mirrors, 

reflection can cause large errors at the mapping and localization. Also, most lidar system cannot 

be used outdoors as the sunlight, for example in agricultural robotics we need to use different 

sensors other than lidar to map an outdoor environment[3]. 
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At this research will present the advantages of using the SONAR sensors for localization, mapping 

and object classification. While the Lidar system typically lack the ability of recognizing objects 

in their surroundings. using a Lidar system, the robot may detect objects without the ability to 

distinguish and classify them.  Using SONAR sensors that are available with the appropriate 

processing and algorithms planned to give us a classified robot surrounding. For example, The 

Robot will have the ability to distinguish between apple and red sweet pepper trees [4].  

 

The goal of this research is to examine the different uses of sonar signals, applying these unique 

properties to improve the existing sensors currently available worldwide for localization,  

mapping, obstacle avoidance, classification.  

 

 

 

2.2 Problem Definition 
SLAM is a well-known problem in robotics, from robotic vacuum cleaner to an autonomous car, 

both need to simultaneous localize and map the environment to perform complex tasks. Most of 

the commercial companies currently in the market gives a solution to the SLAM problem based 

on the same technologies, localizing based on GPS, odometry, and mapping based on lidar. 

SONAR is widely used in robotics as a 1D rangefinder, in this research we are presenting 

innovative technology based on acoustic wideband sonar signals, expanding the use of sonar to 

other fields of research such as indoor localization, 2D mapping based on two ultrasonic receivers, 

and echo-based object classification. At this research we will present the advantages of the use of 

wide-band sonar signals in addition to the traditional solutions for SLAM. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Robat, fully autonomous acoustic mapping and navigation  

2.3 Research objective, innovations and contributions 
The main objective of this research is to develop a sonar based autonomous navigation, alternative 

solution to SLAM based only on acoustic methods. Expanding the SLAM definition to achieve a 

complete Localization, Mapping and Classification, inspired by bats in nature.  

We will examine the different uses of sonar signals, applying their unique properties to improve 

the performance of existing sensors currently available worldwide for localization, mapping and 

obstacle avoidance. 

This research was guided by the following questions: 
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o Can we use the advantages of ultrasonic signals used by bats to accomplish acoustic 

SLAM? 

 

o Can we differentiate between plants and non-plants based on the acoustic echoes received 

from these objects? 

 

o Is it possible to localize the robot based only on acoustic GPS? 

 

o How accurate can we map the environment based on time differences measurements 

between the two receivers? 

 

o Can we implement path planning algorithms on a map extracted by acoustic methods? 

 

Achieving the research objectives, and answering the questions mentioned above will present a 

different approach to the traditional methods used in mobile robotics as solution for SLAM. This 

innovative technology can be used to improve and achieve better results in localization, mapping, 

classification fields, it is an essential step to accomplish a complete autonomous robot based only 

on acoustic methods. 

The main findings of this thesis were presented at: 

▪ Eliakim I., Yovel Y. “Sonar Based SLAMC – Simultaneous Localization Mapping and 

Classification” - Manna Food Security 2017, Tel Aviv, Israel 

 

▪ Eliakim I., Yovel Y., Kosa G., “Acoustic Self-Localization for Mobile Robots” IPIN 

(Indoor Positioning Indoor Navigation) 2016, Madrid, Spain 

 

2.4 Thesis Structure 
In this study we will research several different aspects of using SONAR in mobile robotics: 

2.4.1 BAT-GPS, Acoustic Localization 

Odometry or Dead Reckoning is the use of data from motion sensors to estimate change in position 

over time, these sensors have a major disadvantage of error accumulation over time. At this 

research will present an BAT-GPS system, acoustic system four speakers are statically mounted 

at the corners of the movment area, one microphone is mounted on the robot platform, by 

measuring the time difference between each speaker we can estimate the robot’s position in the 

covered area by applying different multilateration algorithms. By using our system, we can 

eliminate the errors caused by dead-reckoning and even overpower drifting, a well-known 

phenomenon in mobile robotics.  

 

In experiments made previously by researchers the accuracy of the passive sonar localization is 

claimed within millimeters, where the error comes down to being dependent on environmental 

factors like temperature, humidity and wind fluctuations[5].  

At this chapter will describe the basics of acoustic signals, chirp, send and receive signals using 

independent systems, without time base synchronization[6], Signal processing using cross 

correlation, TDOA - time difference of arrival methods for processing the received signals, both 

iterative and analytic[7], [8].  
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2.4.2 Active Sonar Mapping 

This problem, also known as SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) [1] is routinely 

solved by echolocating bats that perceive their surroundings acoustically (other animals also solve 

this task on a daily basis using a range of sensory modalities) [2]. By emitting sound signals and 

analyzing the returning echoes, bats can orient through a new environment and probably also map 

it [3][4][5][6].  Inspired by this ability, we present the ’Robat’ - a fully autonomous terrestrial 

robot that solely relies on bat-like SONAR to orient through a novel environment and map it. 

Using a biologically plausible system with two receivers (ears) and a single emitter(mouth) which 

produced frequency modulated (FM) chirps at a typical bat rate, we managed to move through a 

large out-doors novel environment and map it in real-time. 

There have been many attempts to use airborne sonar for mapping the environment and moving 

through it using non-biological approaches; for example, by using an array of multiple narrow-

band speakers [7] [8]and  or multiple microphones [9].  These studies proved, that by using 

multiple emitters, or by carefully scanning the environment with a sonar beam, as if it were a 

laser, one can map the environment acoustically, but these approaches are very far from biological 

solution[10].  A bat emits relatively few sonar emissions 22 towards an object, and it must rely 

on two receivers only (its ears) in order to extract spatial information from it’s very wide bio-

sonar beam which can reach 60 degrees (6 dB  double side drop in  

amplitude [11][12][13]. Unlike the narrow-band signals typically used in robotic applications, the 

bat’s wide-band signals 26 provide ample spatial information allowing it to localize multiple 

reflectors within a single beam.  This is the approach we aimed to test and mimic in this study. 

Numerous studies have shown that echoes generated  by emitting bat-like sonar signals contain 

spatial information that can be exploited for localization and identification of objects 

[14][15][16][17][18][19]. 

Several previous attempts have been made to model and mimic bats’ spatial abilities of 

localizations and mapping [20].  One of the most comprehensive attempts to use a biological 

approach to map the environment was  ’BatSLAM’[21] , which relied on mammalian brain-like 

computation for simultaneous localization and mapping of a novel environment using biomimetic 

sonar. Using a biological representation of the data (the cochleogram) the BatSLAM algorithm 

generated topological maps in which the nodes represent unique places in the environment and the 

edges represent the robot’s displacements between them. The approach of recognizing a location 

based on its unique acoustic signature was further broadened by Vanderelst et al. [22] who 

classified a wide range of natural scenes based on their acoustic statistics, once again, without 

extraction of their spatial characteristics.  Vanderelst et al.  limited the information extracted from 

the echoes to the acoustic resolution available to a bat, and they were still successful in achieving 

useful scene recognition. 

Our work differs from these former studies in two important respects: (1) Our Robat moved 

through the environment autonomously while the previous robots were driven by the user.  (2) We 

mapped the 2D structure of the environment, while they mapped the position of the robot in the 

environment.  Namely, in our approach the outline of the objects that were encountered by the 

Robat were delineated so that paths (free of obstacles) were revealed for future use.  In these 

previous studies, objects in the environment was mapped as locations with a unique acoustic 

representation so that when encountered again, the agent could localize itself on the acoustic-map, 

but no spatial information about objects’ size or orientation was extracted. When moving 
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autonomously, such information is essential for movement planning. In addition to mapping, our 

Robat had to autonomously move through the environment while avoiding obstacles. Some 

previous attempts were made to model orientation and obstacle avoidance using a biological 

echolocation-based approach.  

For example, Vanderelst et al. [10], suggested a simple sensorimotor approach for obstacle 

avoidance based on turning away from the louder of the two echoes received by the ears.  They 

showed that a simulated agent can move through a novel environment without any mapping of the 

positions or borders of the objects within it.  This approach might be beneficial when an animal 

wants to move fast through the environment without an intention of returning to specific locations 

within it, but if the animal needs to find its way back to some point in this environment (e.g., to its 

roost), or to plan its movement to a specific location, some mapping must be performed 

To our best knowledge, our Robat is the first fully autonomous bat-like biologically plausible robot 

that moves through a novel environment while mapping it solely based on echo information - 

delineating the borders of objects and the free paths between them and recognizing their type. 

2.4.3 Path Planning and Classification 

 

The vast majority of sensors currently in market have the lack to differentiate between the types 

of objects in the surroundings. For example, laser have a great advantage of high rates, and 

examining the shape of object, but will not differentiate between ripe to rotten apple, or between 

squared sponge to a square of concrete. By using this unique method of processing the emitted 

sonar signals we will able to differentiate between materials, shapes.  

Bats use ultrasonic signals to classify objects within the environment based on the returned echoes. 

Inspired by this ability we can train a model on the robot and use the same ultrasonic echoes 

recorded at the active navigation for classification purpose. We present an innovative approach for 

binary classification of objects, as plant or non-plant (obstacle), based on acoustic feature 

extraction from the recordings. Most of the features are in the frequency domain, some at time 

domain. We will compare several types of classification algorithms, and dimensionality reduction 

methods. 

 

Based on the map generated using the active navigation method (above), we have a modeled 2D 

map of our environment, each map consist different matrix size depends on the resolution and total 

area of the mapped surroundings. Next, path planning methods is an essential step at autonomous 

robots, the robot will have to ‘learn’ the environment and make decision trough which path to 

navigate to certain point on the map.  

The path planning algorithm includes major improvements regarding to basic algorithms available 

at ROS open platform, this third part of the thesis is presenting the different approaches to path 

planning and implantation of it on the classified map from part two. 
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 Literature Review 

3.1 Passive Localization 
The need of knowing the robot's position in the environment is an integral part of robotics SLAM. 

Odometry or dead reckoning is one of the most common methods currently in use for this purpose. 

. 

The most common system currently available for odometry is an optical encoder also referred to 

as a shaft encoder, which lies on the robot's motors, includes a spliced/marked disc which is 

mounted on the wheel axis and convert the motion to a digital code. 

Two types of encoders are available on the market, an absolute encoder gives the angle relative to 

a 0 degree of the encoder disc, usually this type of encoder is used for mechanical systems that do 

not pass the 360 degrees, such as a robotic arm or a gripper. Another type is a relative disc, where 

the steps are counted relative to the position at the beginning of rotation, this encoder is used for 

continuous driving systems, such as wheels or conveyor belt. This device has a significant error 

accumulation over time. Placing the robot in different environments changes the friction and the 

operator will have difficulties to estimate the robot position in his surroundings.  

In 1996, E. Ivanjko presented a modulation of 2D Robot using basic odometry formulas based on 

kinematics. Ivanjko presents at his research conclusions that differential drive robot that calculates 

his position based on wheel encoders can cause a large error in position estimation, and later at the 

mapping process. 

The basic kinematics of 2D Robot: 

1 1( ))k k k kX X D cos + += +  (1) 

1 1( )k k k kY Y D sin + += +  (2) 

( 1)k k k  + = +   (3) 

k ,D =v tt k  (4) 

where: 

k

L,k R,k

X ,Y      &  coordinates of the centre of axle [mm]

D      &  traveled distance between time steps k and k + 1 [mm]

v  &  mobile robot tranlation speed [mm/sec]

t & Sampling Time [sec]

V ,V  & velocit

k k

k

ies of the left and right wheel [mm/sec]

R & radius of the wheel [mm]

  

Kinematics model of differential drive robot: 

2

L Rv v
v

+
=  
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−
=  
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IMU (Internal Measurement Unit) is one of the most popular methods to overcome these issues, 

using a combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes, sometimes also magnetometers will be 

able to estimate the robots position. This system is widely used in UAV (unmanned aerial 

vehicles), aircrafts and spacecrafts.  

Therefore, there is a need of finding new methods that can be applied in mobile robotics and 

especially wheeled mobile robots to replace the current positioning system. We aimed to find a 

positioning system that can work in a close environment where a GPS device can’t be applied due 

to low connectivity with antennas or satellites. 

Commercially systems are available for acoustic and RF localization, one of the most famous one 

is HX-19 by 'Hexamite Ultrasound', with 9 𝑚𝑚 absolute accuracy. 

 
Table 1 - Comparison of commercially sonar positioning systems[15] 

TDOA algorithms for position estimation are based on the distance measured by TOF of pulse 

from the transmitter to receiver, the transmitter location is given by multilateration algorithms. 

Assuming the transmitter is located at point (u,v,w), the distance from transmitter and receiver can 

be express by: 
2 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( 2 ) ( 2 )l x y u xu v yv w= + + − + − +  (7) 

 

Equation (7) can be solved by nonlinear regression, finding the known parameters for l, x, y at 2D 

space. To solve this equation minimum of 3 distances is required. 

Non-line of sight, NLOS, can cause large error in acoustic position system, reflections from objects 

within the area can cause error in TDOA calculation of signals and therefore can cause inaccurate 

distance measurements. To reduce multipath errors, only the first TOF is taken from correlation, 

by the assumption that any reflected pulse will travel in the environment longer distance than the 

direct one. These assumptions can cause error when facing NLOS environment, when the direction 

path is blocked the signal will travel from other path therefore the first received signal will be the 

wrong signal, these errors can be eliminated by defining boundary constrains for distance values.   

3.2 Acoustic Mapping 
SLAM (Simultaneous localization and mapping) is one of the biggest problems facing mobile 

robotics worldwide, the problem is defined by generating and updating a map of an unknown 

environment and at the same time navigate the robot on this map. 

The problem is solved in many ways and algorithms and can be described as ‘Egg and Chicken’ 

problem[17], assuming we had a pre-defined map localization solution for the mobile robot within 

the surrounding will be an easier problem to solve, and in contrary if we knew the absolute position 

of the mobile robot we could estimate the robot surroundings and construct a 2D map. 

Solving SLAM problem in real-time, constructing online map requires landmarks scaling, many 

algorithms involve complexity optimization of the given problem. 
A major problem in SLAM deals with the data association, incorrect association can cause to major 

algorithms failures, this problem is important when the robot is going back to an environment that 
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previously explored by it, algorithms deals with a solution that the robot needs to understand that 

this is the same environment and track the changes on the same environment.  

Vision method for example is a known solution to this problem, extracting features from the 

environment and associate it correctly to the same objects later while returning to the same room, 

environment. Other algorithms focus on the estimation of position based on the trajectory 

calculated by the robot given a set of inputs such as: odometry, GPS, Lidar localization.[18] 
Approaches to these three different stages at solving SLAM includes landmark matching as 

presented by Z. Zhang [19] an autonomous robot that navigates within the area based on vision 

sensors, based on data acquired during exploration generation of 3D map, elimination of 

localization errors based on stereo vision matching and map reconstruction. 
Global map registration as presented by [20] his paper discussed the various ways of estimation 

the position of the robot in space, due to high GPS interference it is almost impossible to use it to 

localize one of the most common solutions is to navigate by the stars as it is well visible for 

example on the moon, F. Cozman presented a different approach navigation and localization base 

on mountains from a well-known map, the research team gathered a rich collection of images 

obtained by a mobile platform the algorithm gives the robot’s tag position and orientation.  

bounded regions in [21] presented different approach to posture estimation, by initialization of 

first location using linear solution and recursive posture estimation by theoretic prediction, their 

solution proved to be a closed form, given a set of angular locations of N known landmarks the 

algorithm proved to be efficient in a no convex room. Several method contacting signal processing 

based on signal recorded at two ears were presented, at [22] – the triangular sonar system is used 

for object localization and classification, the system consists two receivers and single transducer, 

based on the system geometry and TOF measurement of the echoes, using triangulation algorithms 

the object position can be obtained by the following formula, 

12 11 12
1

x l (l l )
2b

= −  

 

 

(8) 

2 2 2
11 12 11 122

1 1
y l (l (l l ) b )

2 b
= − − +  

(9) 

Where l11 is the TOF from transmitter 1 to receiver 1, l12 is T1 transmitter 1 to receiver 2. Base 

on (8),(9) XY position of the object can be extracted. Assuming that the environment is partially 

known and we can divide the obstacles to edge, wall, corner B. Kreczmer presented a criterion at 

his research to classify the objects based on orientation and distance measurements. 

In 2003 L. Kleeman preformed a map building and localization using the SLAMbot, their sonar 

system report range, bearing and echo amplitude up to 5 meters range with error stand deviation 

of 0.2mm to 0.1 degrees. Each sonar sensor continuously pans forward and backward across its 

full angle range of 225 degrees [23]. In 2013 Jan Steckel, Hebrbert Peremans published 

'BatSLAM’ [24], initially the idea was to replace the vision sensors with biomimetic sonar. Their 

first experiment used the Hagisonic StarGazer [25], and using 400 measurements they have 

generated local views an experience node, this data was used for correlation afterwards between 

they sonar measurements and the trajectories from the StarGazer. By using these methods, the 

mobile robot can be independently controlled only by SONAR system, one for replacing the 

currently odometry as mentioned on part one, and the other for mapping and characterization an 
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unknown surrounding as mentioned on part two. The great advantage of it, we can achieve this by 

using only a single microphone and an array of speakers. 

Our SLAM problem is divided into two major sections, one is solving the 2D map 

construction within the greenhouse area, and the second is object classification using acoustic 

signals from the robot.    

3.3 Path Planning and Classification 
Path Planning 

Path planning is a fundamental problem in robotics, many algorithms are available as a solution to 

this problem, most of the algorithms try to approach this issue based on minimizing the trajectory 

between current robot position to the goal, while avoid obstacles within the given trajectory based 

on cost calculation of the occupancy grid given by the different sensors. [24] 

The problem can be described by the diagram described at Figure 2[26]. 

 

 
Figure 2 - Mobile robot control hierarchy[26] 

Defining our problem, given an initial pose and a goal pose of 𝐴 in 𝑊, generate path specifying a 

continuous sequence of poses of A avoiding contact with the 𝐵𝑖, starting at the initial pose and 

terminating at the goal pose. 

Path planning algorithms can be described as configuration spaces where the robot collected data 

is combined into composite space, in this space a path is searched through the general composite 

system, applications of this methods is presented by J. Barraquand[27].  Monte-Carlo algorithm 

that is able to plan a collision free paths for robots with an arbitrary number of DOF(Figure 3), 

their experiments proved path planning to work with 8, 10, 31 DOF. Gradient motions deal with 

large grids by tracking the gradient of the potential function using a few randomly selected 

neighbors of every configuration.  

 
Figure 3 - Path generated for 3DOF Robot [27] 
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Classification 

SONAR is widely used within the robotics as obstacle avoidance and 1D range finder, only few 

researches published regarding to the use of these acoustic signals to classification of objects 

mainly for agricultural uses. 

In 1987, M. Drumheller [30] investigated this subject localization of mobile robot's environment 

inside a building, for this experiment, Polaroid Range-finder were used. The article is based on a 

previous research by Gaston and Lozano – Peretz [31]. Drumheller processed his data using four 

steps: Extract straight line segments from SONAR data, generate feasible interpretations, global 

map test – comparing the feasible tests with known data for example walls, contour.  And SONAR 

barrier test second partial test of SONAR contour, second phase test for SONAR segments. 

In a more complex room, with many contour and sharp edges, False reflection are causing many 

mistakes due to reflection a strong echo signals back to the receiver, this effect occurs whenever 

the incidence angle of the beam is greater than a critical angle, which defined as Cone of 

Reflection(CR). Every surface material has its own CR which may vary from eight degrees for 

glass, and nine degrees for solid surfaces. 

One of the most significant researches by Alois A. Holenstein, known localization methods based 

on ultrasonic readings do not work well, if the environment has more than two or three unknown 

or unidentifiable objects. This method runs much faster and is nearly independent of the number 

of obstacles encountered. This is because clustering benefits much more from correctly sensed 

objects than it suffers from false readings.  

M. Beigi, M. Wang and A. Zell, presented the 'Time-resolved spectrum kernel', model described 

at Figure 4, this system uses a technique for matching the subsequences of time series and 

extracting the local similarities of echoes. They have discovered optimal kernel selection via 

maximizing the Kernel Fisher Discriminate criterion (KFD) to build the optimal linear 

combination of kernels. We compare the obtained results with our previous works. 

The system used in this experiment were: 3 Poflaroid sensors in a triangular layout, similar to the 

layout of a bat’s mouth and ears: two Polaroid 600 sensors spaced 12.5 cm apart as ears, a Polaroid 

7000 sensor as mouth in the middle between two ears. Each of the two ears has two degrees of 

angular freedom provided by two servo motors. 

The speakers produce chirp signal from 20KHz to 120KHz in 1ms, sampling speed is 1 MHz[32]. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Block diagram of the preprocessing steps for reflected echoes as presented by M. 

Beigi 
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Rolf Mueller made classification of 4 trees with the feature of Distant Interspike Intervals in his 

article [33] At a follow research, M. Wang presented his analysis about sensing natural landmarks 

using Bio-SONAR, aiming to yield useful information for landmark classification.    

M. Wang included in his system 3 polaroid sensors two Polaroid 600, and one Polaroid 700 in a 

triangular layout, to imitate the mouth and two ears of the bat. 

Sending chirp signals of 20KHz - 120KHz, Sample Frequency used 1MHz. The signal processing 

included three phases: Gammatone filtebank of 10 frequencies in range, normalization, low pass 

filter. 

The trees were inspected in various aspects, scale, form, density, symmetry, leaves direction and 

size, and exposed trunks for reflects. 

The changing reflection of an echo is function of the parameters we have mentioned above: 
( , , , , ( ))i i i i i i iA f d p s t =

 (10) 

Where: 

i

i

i(t)

f      &  Reflection function with certain form and size

d     &  two way distance to Biosonar

    &  leaf's horizontal orientation

s   &  chirp signal emitted

i

 
 

Model presented at their research relay on the fact that short reflection decreases the acoustic 

density of the echo, and this profile represents plant foliage. M. Beigi presented an experiment 

made with three different trees: Ficus, Bamboo, Schefflera, despite the randomness of those 

processed signals there are some local similarities in echoes from one tree. 

 

 

 Materials and Methods 

4.1 Instrumentation 

4.1.1 Hardware 

The ‘Komodo’ robot is based on the Komodo robot platform made by Robotican (Beer Sheva, 

Israel). The robot includes: A Basic Platform, 1x MCC USB-1608G DAQ Board, In the front of 

the robot, on the DJI Ronin M Gimbal unit: 2 Avisoft-Bioacoustics CM16/CMPA50-5V 

Condenser ultrasonic microphones, 1 x Avisoft Vifa Speaker, 1 x Flir thermal camera, 1x uEye 

RGB camera, At the rear part, TP-LINK router, temperature and humidity sensing units based on 

DHT11 and Arduino UNO, IMU sensing unit based on Arduino UNO and MPU9150. 

The robot includes two major components described below, Komodo robot platform, and central 

computation unit mounted at the lower part of the Komodo platform.  
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4.1.1.1 Auditory Modality 

DAQ - Measurement Computing - USB-1608GX-2AO 
The robot is equipped with an MCC USB-1608GX-2AO DAQ board [35]. By using this 

data acquisition device sampling at 250Ks/sec will be able to retrieve chirp signals from 

the environment from both passive speakers located in the greenhouse, and from active 

signals sent emitted by the robot (echoes).  

 

Vifa Speaker 
Acoustic localization and Active navigation modulus are based on the Vifa speaker,  

• Frequency range (+-12dB): 1 - 120 kHz 

• Impedance: 4 ohm 

• Sensitivity at 50 kHz : 92 dB / 2.83V / 1m 

• Max continuous power handling: 10 W (corresponds to a sine signal at 20 Vpp) 

• Physical dimensions (W/H/D) in mm: 90*120*50 

• High directionality (Figure 12).  

 
 

(a)  

 

(b) 

Figure 5 – (A) Vifa Polar Diagram, (B) Microphone CMPA40-5V Polar Diagram[36] 

The frequency response of the microphone and speaker used is described at Figure 5 – (A) 

Vifa Polar Diagram, (B) Microphone CMPA40-5V Polar Diagram[36], most of the signals 

transmitted were in range of 20 – 120 KHz. 

 

Avisoft Bioacoustics CM16/CMPA40-5V Condenser microphone 
• Frequency range: 10 kHz - 200 kHz  

• Approximate input referred self-noise Level: 18 dB SPL  

• Power supply: 5V, 30mA (must be supplied externally)  

• Approximate sensitivity: 50mV/Pa ... 5V/Pa  

 

Speaker Amplifiers 
Apex PA-12U 

For the first set of experiments documented in this thesis I have used a custom-built speaker 

amplifier based on the Apex PA-12U power operational amplifier,  

Apex PA-12U specifications, custom amplifier board (Figure 6): 
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• Supply Range — ±10V to ±50V, High Output Current — Up to ±15A Peak. 

       

 
Figure 6 – Custom amplifier circuit diagram for Apex PA-12, power opertional amplifier 

Sony XM-GS4 Hi-Res Amplifier 

Earlier experiments presented at the conference paper and in the Acoustic Localization 

chapter used 4 custom built amplifier boards based on the APEX PA-12, results from these 

set of experiments showed that the intensity of the transmitted signals is necessary to get 

more accurate results. 

Sony XM-GS4 specifications: 

• 4-Channel Hi-Resolution Audio Compatible 4-Channel Car Amplifier 

• Max Power Rating: 4 ohms: 150 watts x 4 chan. 

• Bridged, 4 ohms: 350 watts x 2 chan. 

 
Figure 7 - 20 - 120KHz Emitted Chirp From SONY XM-GS4 

4.1.2 Vision - RGB camera 

The sensing unit is equipped with RGB Camera, this camera was used only for offline validation 

of the experiments and not for the SLAM process. 

An uEye camera was mounted at the lower part of the sensing unit bridge, with a resolution of 

2MPixels – 1936x1216 pixels, color depth of 12bit. The camera is sampled at 10Hz, and the 

resolution was reduced due to storage consumption of the recorded experiments. 
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4.1.3 DHT11 - Temperature, Humidity Sensor 

As will be described in the following chapters, the speed of sound is a function of temperature and 

humidity, so to get more accurate results of calculating the distance from the reflected echoes an 

automatic calibration of the speed of sound runs at the beginning of each experiment. Arduino 

wiring scheme is described at Figure 8, sensor’s specifications- 

 

• Humidity Range: 20-90% RH 

• Humidity Accuracy: ±5% RH 

• Temperature Range: 0-50 °C 

• Temperature Accuracy: ±2% °C 

• Operating Voltage: 3V to 5.5V 

 

Speed of sound is  then calibration by the following equation: 
C = 331.4 + 0.6 T+0.0124 RH   (11) 

4.1.4 The MPU-6050, 6DOF Motion Sensor  

The MPU-6050, contains a 3-axis gyroscope and a 3-axis accelerometer. 

The part’s integrated 6-axis motion, dimensions are 4x4x1mm package and is upgrade-compatible 

with the MPU-6050 integrated 6-axis device. 

Arduino wiring scheme is described at Figure 9, sensor’s specifications- 

• Gyro Full Scale Range - ±250, ±500, ±1000, ±2000 [
°

𝑠𝑒𝑐
 ] 

• Accelerometer Full Scale Range - ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16 [𝑔] 
 

 
Figure 8 - Temperature, Humidity Sensing 

Unit 

 
Figure 9 – MPU6050 Motion Sensing Unit 

4.1.5 Gimbal - DJI Ronin M 

One of the goals of this thesis was working with the Komodo robot in outdoor fields, for example, 

greenhouses and groves. The DJI Ronin M gimbal (Figure 10) aimed to balance the sonar system 

located in the front part of the Komodo so we will be able to maximize the signals received by the 

condenser microphones installed on the tip of the gimbal. 

The system is mounted at the Upright mode, at this configuration the sonar system will be above 

the robot chassis and we will be able to execute 140-degree sonar scans. 
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The gimbal angles are set by an open-loop D-Bus protocol controlled by Arduino mega connected 

through a serial port to the Intel NUC. Commands are passed through ROS using Pyserial package 

as explained at the Software system details (Chapter 6).   

 
Figure 10 - DJI Ronin M diagram 

A manual gimbal control circuit and ROS service was built for our purpose. Based on the 2.4GHz 

signals emitted by the remote control of the Ronin M gimbal the circuit is controlled by Arduino 

Uno R3 microcontroller connected to the original RC through MCP41100(Figure 11). 

The main problem using the DJI gimbal is that DJI uses a closed control algorithm, so the end user 

cannot control the gimbal manually. One of the key issues caused by this was controlling the 

gimbal angle after turning the robot CW or CCW, the gimbal stays locked on target as this is the 

main purpose of this device. To overcome this issue, the gimbal was calibrated to work in an angle 

range of ±140°, giving us the ability to rotate the gimbal unit after each movement of the wheels, 

centering the gimbal with the robot's heading and calibrating this point as zero reference. 

The parameters of the DJI gimbal unit was calibrated by using the parameters described at Table 

2 - DJI parameters calibration 

 Stiffness Trim 

Pan 86 0 

Tilt 15 0 

Roll 35 0 

Table 2 - DJI parameters calibration 
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Figure 11 – DJI Ronin M control circuit 

 

 
Figure 12 – Custom DJI Remote Control 

The values of the digital potentiometer (MCP41100) were set by remote control calibration 

through the DJI remote control assistant software. The system controls the angle of the base motor 

of the gimbal, the angle is controlled by a 50K potentiometer placed on a 3d printed holder located 

on center axis of the gimbal. The potentiometer data is connected to 10bit analog to digital 

converter on Arduino Mega analog input pins. 

The code ‘/controlgimbal’ is documented on GitHub project of this research. 

The second gimbal improvement was suggested at December 2016, DJI released an app to view 

the current angle position of the system through Bluetooth Low Energy(BLE) protocol. The app 

doesn’t allow any data to be extracted and controled by a third party, we built a custom ROS node 

that continuously streams the mobile app data to a local server sits on the robot’s NUC computer, 

a local NodeJS(SJI) giving us the ability to open a video communication with the mobile device 

through Android Debug Bridge (ADB). 

The image passed through opencv image recognition server, first we determine the contour of each 

digit, each contour is checked using a KNN for correlation between known digits, the train set. 

Realtime processing of the DJI app through the android interface is described at Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 - DJI Ronin Mobile App Pan,Tilt,Roll Extraction 

The pan, tilt, roll angles are published on ROS topics and subscribed by the close loop scripts, aim 

the gimbal to specific angles with 5° tolerance. 

The package was published at the ROS website: 

https://github.com/Itamare4/dji_ronin 

 
 

4.1.6 Software 

4.1.6.1 Linux UBUNTU 14.04 LTS 

Ubuntu is a Debian-based Linux open-source operating system, published by Canonical Ltd, the 

system works on mobile (Ubuntu Touch), ARM architecture, and servers. 

Ubuntu is widely used by programmers due to its flexibility. 

4.1.6.2 ROS (Robot Operating System) 

The robotics community has made impressive progress in recent years, reliable and inexpensive 

robot hardware from land-based mobile robots, to quad rotor helicopters, to humanoids is more 

widely available than ever before. Perhaps even more impressively, the community has also 

developed algorithms that help those robots to run with increasing levels of autonomy. 

ROS is an open-source, meta-operating system for robots. It provides the services of an operating 

system, including hardware abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of commonly-

used functionality, message-passing between processes, and package management. It also provides 

tools and libraries for obtaining, building, writing, and running code across multiple computers. 

This description is accurate—and it correctly emphasizes that ROS does not replace, but instead 

works alongside a traditional operating system—but it may leave you wondering what the real 

advantages are for software that uses ROS. After all, learning to use a new 
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framework, particularly one as complex and diverse as ROS, can take quite a lot of time. Here 

are a few specific issues in the development of software for robots that ROS can help to 

resolve.[37] 

RVIZ, ROS visualization tool that presents all the data gathered by the ROS topic publishers, for 

example: temperature, humidity, sonar scans, global map, local map, odometry, IMU. 

The basic tools given in the Ubuntu operation system cannot work without a screen attached to the 

Intel NUC computer, this problem is very common within the ROS community. 

Some users presented the solution of connection a low-cost 7” screen to the back of the robot to 

have the ability to run the RVIZ tool. The problem was solved by using a mini HDMI to VGA 

converter, and creating a dummy VGA dongle which emulates a computer screen and allows the 

robot work with an emulated screen, running the robot ‘headless’ mode(Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14 - VGA Dummy Dongle, Connected to The Intel NUC Using Mini HDMI to VGA Converter 

4.1.6.3 Algorithm Architecture  

In order to make all the sections of this thesis work simultaneously, several ROS nodes were 

written to communicate with the hardware and algorithms. Documented ROS nodes are described 

at the thesis’s GitHub, as described above.  Figure 15, describes the algorithm architecture of the 

thesis. 

 

Each color represents different chapter of this thesis,  

 

 Sensing Unit  Path Planning 

 Classification  RGB Camera 

 Gimbal Control Unit   

 Motor Control   

 Two Ears Mapping   

Table 3 - Thesis Algorithm Architecture Description 
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Figure 15 - Thesis Algorithm Architecture 
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4.2 Acoustic Localization (BAT-GPS) 

4.2.1 Localization Methods 

Localization of mobile robots is commonly done by odometry [38], the use of data from the motion 

sensors of the robot to estimate its position. Relying on odometry is problematic because of the 

error that is quickly accumulated due the slip of the wheels. Several methods have been suggested 

to deal with this problem. The simplest one is the use of GPS. In a greenhouse, where agricultural 

robots must operate GPS is not a valid solution due the metal parts of the structure and the static 

charges accumulated in the polymer cover. Replacing GPS by acoustic signals enables navigation 

and correction of the robot’s odometry similarly to the GPS. The acoustic signals can pass through 

and around plants and they are thus robust in contrary to other method such as optical tracking, 

magnetic tracking and RFID.  

This approach has been tested several times before [7], [39], [40]  but in all cases there was a 

combination of sound together with RF signals or required active synchronization of the base 

stations to trigger the transmitted signals. 

 

Unlike these two approaches, we developed an approach for fully passive localization i.e. the 

sound signals transmitted do not require any time base synchronization (i.e., there is no 

communication between the robot and the ground stations). We estimated the location of the robot 

using numerical and analytical TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival) methods [14]. 

 
Figure 16 - Illustration of the Acoustic Positioning System. The scale is in meters. Di is the distance from 

the robot. 

Localization problem of a mobile robot is defined by an unknown position of the receiver unit, 

)(t
r

P , (See Fig 1) given the transmitters position in the room
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2 3[ ]i i i i T

t X X X=P
  1: 4i =  
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and time of arrival from each speaker  1 2 3 4[ , , , ]T   = . using TDOA (Time difference of arrival), 

we estimate the robot’s position within the workspace. 

Solving the localization problem has been done by many methods and techniques. Here, we present 

the acoustic positioning system (APS) which is based on at least four transmitters and one receiver 

on the mobile system as illustrated in Figure 16. 

The system works asynchrony, the robot continuously acquires recordings from the environment 

while the transmitter unit located at the cross frame continuously emits chirp signals at known 

frequencies. 

Four speakers are connected to speaker amplifiers custom built for these experiments. Linear chirp 

signal (Swept-frequency cosine), 2.5KHz bandwidth, starting at 5KHz, the first speaker emits 

chirp signals from 5KHz – 7.5KHz, second 7.5KHz – 10KHz, etc. Chirp length – 1ms to prevent 

echoes interference with direct signals from speakers.  

Main advantage of this method is that the ‘passive’ positioning system works at low frequencies, 

and narrow bandwidth, meaning we can use 20KHz – 120KHz for classification purposes planned 

as a future research. The robot continuously acquires data from the environment via MCC DAQ, 

sampling at 250KHz under Nyquist theorem, even though we are working at frequencies less than 

20KHz.  

Each data set consists 6144 samples to prevent buffer overflow, first the data set is checked by a 

dynamic threshold to determine whatever signal (one or more speakers) was being ‘heard’ by the 

acquisition process. At the second step to prevent estimation of position on echoes and false signals 

the data set is passed through ‘Silent-Filter’ ensure that 250 samples before and 500 after the signal 

the recording is under a predefined threshold (Noise cancellation), by using this method we were 

able to absolutely eliminate 80% of false readings and improve cross correlation process. the data 

set is passed through FFT windows filter, similar to FM radar processing, window is running on 

the frequency domain of FFT looking for specific frequencies (as transmitted by the ‘passive’ 

speakers) obtaining the results by a dynamic threshold examine peaks at multiple frequencies. 

After three step verification of the signal it passes through LPF to eliminate frequencies higher 

than transmitted ones, cut off frequency at 25KHz.  

The filtered data passes through cross correlation in compare to the theoretical swept chirp 

transmitted by the transmitter side, the data from each speaker is separated by transmitted 

frequency, 2.5KHz bandwidth.  Four-time differences, also known as TDOA (Time Difference of 

Arrival) are generated from each valid recording, by the cross correlation process. This TOF vector 

transfers to ROS service custom written for this purpose to estimate the robots position by three 

different methods, Iterative - Newton Gauss, analytic method, Chan’s algorithm. 

The transmitter unit includes National Instruments (NI) DAQ USB-6343, includes 4 analogs out 

channels, 4 x Apex PA-12 speaker amplifiers, 4x Avisoft Vifa Speakers located on a crossed frame 

above the Denso robot and Power supply set to ±31.8V (see Figure 20) 

The receiver module includes  1 x Avisoft CMPA ,connected through measurement computing 
data acquisition board (see Figure 17). 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

 

Figure 17 - BAT GPS Transmitter Module (a) Avisoft CMPA40 Amplifier (b) MCC DAQ -

1608G (c) CMP16 Microphone (d) 4 Vifa Speaker 3D printed box 

The transmitters are four speakers capable of transmitting high frequency signals located in the 

four corners of the room not in the same height. Each transmitter emits chirp signals in different 

ranges allowing us to distinguish between the different sources. The signal emission is triggered 

at constant time intervals without synchronization with the receiver. 

The transmitters are separated using cross correlation between the theoretical and measured 

signals. Assuming the transmitter’s emission is spherical the receiver is found by trilateration [41].  

The position of the robot was estimated using two methods: an analytic solution suggested by [7], 

and an iterative optimization of sphere intersection using Newton-Gauss [42]. 

Both estimation techniques worked without the need of time synchronization.  

Each valid record (Figure 18.b) includes four signals, one from each speaker, the recording is 

cross-correlated with the transmitted signal for each speaker (Figure 18.a), four peaks were 

detected at the record, where x axis describes the TOA(time of arrival). (Figure 18.c), describes 

the spectrogram of the record, FFT is used to check that the recording includes the actual 

frequencies that were transmitted from the static stations, green dots describes the peaks at each 

frequency (Figure 18.d). 
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Figure 18 - 2 Axis Experiment Signal description as received by ROS service, (a) signal, (b) 

spectrogram 

4.2.1.1 Localization Algorithms 

The general localization problem is solved by using sphere intersection with the spheres centered 

around each of the four speakers located at the corners of each room, assuming that the acoustic 

wave spreads as a sphere, relaying on the assumption that the speakers is symmetric within the 

experiment area. 

Our problem is defined by a specific location )t(
r

P = T

321
)]t(X)t(X)t(X[ , solution for sphere 

intersection is given at Figure 19. 

 
Figure 19 - Sphere Intersection Method 

 

4.2.1.2 Iterative Method 

The iteration method we chose is based on the Taylor expansion solution [43]. The position 

calculation evolves by the equation. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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The transmitter position matrix is defined as: 
T)3(

t
)2(

t
)1(

ttm ][ PPPP =  (16) 

One of the transmitters is chosen as a reference and designated as i=4 without loose of generality. 

The error by the calculated and measured value: 
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 T
434241

c −−−=T is the relative TDOA, (default: c=343.2 m/s is the speed of sound in 

air). 

 

 

As we know that c, the speed of sound is a function of humidity and air, at the beginning of each 

experiment, the speed of sound is automatically calibrated by a ROS service with a sensor located 

at the rear part on the Komodo platform (Node-“getTemp” on GitHub). The speed of sound is 

calibrated with the parameters acquired from the sensor (temperature and humidity), the speed of 

sound is calibrated by the following equation to get more accurate reading for the active navigation 

and passive localization methods. Temperature and humidity sensing circuit is described at chapter 

Hardware System Details, Figure 8. 
c 331.4 0.6*T 0.0124*RH= + +  (18) 
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In (18), T is the ambient temperature estimated by the sensor, and RH is the relative humidity 

given in %. 

 

4.2.1.3 Analytic Method 

An analytic solution for spherical intersection was suggested by [7]  

)2/)
~

(d( )4(

tmrr
KTTPP −+=  (19) 
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TTT

~
=T is a vector of the squares of the elements of T and T)3()2()1( ]KKK[=K  is the 

squared distance between reference transmitter and the other transmitters; 
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3
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2
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1
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We examined two separate questions: which algorithm is faster and what is the accuracy of the 

chosen algorithm 

The first experiments' goal was to the determine which of the two algorithms is more efficient:  

The Iterative optimization by Newton Gauss as presented at equations (12-18) or the analytic 

solution using presented at equation (19s). 

For the first set of experiments the Denso VP-6242 6DOF Robotic arm was used (see Figure 20) 

as the receiver module (carrying the microphone that has to be localized).  

Denso robot was chosen for these set of experiment as it has accuracy of ±0.02 mm and 0.5 m 

working area. A sensing unit mounted on the end of the robotic arm and it can be moved in 6 DOF.  
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Figure 20 - Denso VP-6242 6DoF Robotic Arm 

 

 

A sensing unit was mounted on the end of the robotic arm and it could be moved in 6 DOF.  
The system is based on ROS, basic python implementation of Chan algorithm is based on [40] 

 

 

4.3 Acoustic Mapping 
 

This chapter is directly related to chapter 1, solving the mapping problem is a general well-known 

issue in mobile robotics, SLAM, Simultaneous Localization and Mapping, the solution given in 

this thesis will be based only on ultrasonic, acoustic signals. As mentioned above, solving this 

problem is usually done by using Lidar, RGBD, stereo camera, these sensors gather information 

about the environment and are used mainly for mapping, but also for localization. 

4.3.1 Auditory Modality 

4.3.1.1 Two Ears - Interaural Time Difference (ITD) 

 

While moving, the Robat stopped every 0.5m (based on its odometry measurements) and the sonar 

system (emitter and receivers) was rotated to three different headings [0,60, -60 degrees] relative 

Speakers 

Denso 6DOF 

robotic arm 

Microphone 
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to the direction of movement, a sound signal (see above) was emitted, and echoes were recorded. 

Each recording was 0.035 sec long, equivalent to a range of ca. 6 meters (farther objects were thus 

ignored at each emission). The signal-to-echo delay time and the time of arrival differences of the 

echoes to the two ears (i.e., the Interaural Time Difference) were used together in order to map the 

environment. To this end, the received signals were cross-correlated with the theoretical emitted 

signal. The cross-correlated signal was normalized relative to the maximum value of the recording, 

and a peak detection function was used to find peaks of interest (python peakutil with a minimal 

peak distance of 0.002 sec, and a min amplitude of 0.3.). 

To match peaks arriving at the right and left ears, for each peak detected in one ear, an equivalent 

peak was searched for in the other ear within a window of 0.001 sec. If a peak was found, the 

Pearson correlation was used to determine if the two echoes were reflections of the same object. 

For this purpose, a segment of 0.01 seconds around each peak was cut and the correlation between 

the two-time signals (one from each ear) was computed. Only correlations higher than 0.9 were 

accepted. This procedure was conservative thus potentially resulting in missing of objects, but it 

reduced the localization of artifact non-existent objects. Because the Robat emitted very 0.5 m - 

there was much overlap between echoes of consecutive emissions. We were therefore likely to 

detect an object several times, so a conservative approach was chosen. In addition to its position, 

each object on the map was defined by three parameters: "C | T | P", where C is the Pearson 

correlation coefficient between the left and right ears for the specific point, T is the  object's type 

based on its acoustic classification - either artificial or a plant, and P is the classification probability 

(see more below about the classification process). 

 
Figure 21 - Localization accuracy estimated in the lab.  Grey circles show real locations of a 

cylindrical object, while black crosses show estimated positions. Insert in bottom  right shows an 

enlargement of the results when the object was at 0.8 m in front of the Robat 

Results in the in-doors controlled environment showed that using two ears, the mean error in 

distance estimation was 1 3 2 1. . [cm] (mean + STD, Figure 21) and the mean azimuth estimation 

error was 1 2 0 7. . [degrees] (mean+STD, Figure 21) . 

Every 5 Robat-steps, newly localized objects were integrated into the map that was created so far. 

This was done using an Iterative-Object-Inflation algorithm, which inflated points into squares and 
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connected them. To this end, the entire area around the Robat was divided into a grid with 

2000x2000 pixels 25 5x cm each). Each detected object was placed in the corresponding pixel on 

the map and was inflated to an area of 20x20 pixels around its center 21m ,Figure 22). 

 
Figure 22 - The iterative obstacle Inflation algorithm. Each panel shows the result of 

another iteration of the algorithm. The Robat used the map created after three iterations. 

4.3.1.2 Interaural Time Difference (ITD) Mathematical Representation 

 

 
Figure 23 - A scheme for the mathematical representation of the system 

Equation formulation of ITD algorithm: 

( )22 2 2 2
1/2 os om msr (x, y) X X X x y x f y f= + − = + +  + −  

(21) 

At the equation above: ( ) ( )1 2' ' :r left ' ' :r right+ −  

 

Solving the following equation by Newton-Gauss algorithm, similar to passive localization 

mentioned at the chapter above, defining the Jacobian: 
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2
1/2J b r (x,y)= −  (22) 

 

Defining initial conditions by: 

0

0

x 0

y 1

   
=   
  

 
(23) 

 

 

Derivation of the expression above for 1/2r (x,y)  
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( ) ( ) ( )( )
1 1
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(27) 

    

Following the next iteration –  

1k k kP P P+ = +  (28) 

By using the following stop conditions: 
20      0.001k or    (29) 

 

 

At each sample point on the map the robot collects data from 3 headings as mentioned above, bats 

in nature navigate within the area base on a wide angle of ultrasonic aperture, we have found that 

summing the sample vector of the 3 gimbal headings for each ear we can extract the object position 

at the same accuracy as we refer to each signal separately. By summing these samples(Figure 

24.a.b.c), the system sensitivity will be reduced, correlation peaks will be lower than the original 

recording, but the significant peaks are still located at the same position, meaning we can generate 

a 150 degrees panoramic view of the environment represented by only two sample vectors, one for 

each ear(Figure 24.d). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

Figure 24 - Acoustic Panoramic View 

This method can reduce the computational time of object localization, as we need to extract peaks 

and estimate the object position based on ITD algorithm only for the two signals, instead of six 

signals using the methods presented above. 
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4.4 Classification and Path Planning 

4.4.1 Obstacle Avoidance 

We chose a very simple obstacle avoidance approach also known as the 'bug algorithm' [26]s. 

During the exploration process, the Robat moved forward in steps of 0.5m between consecutive 

acquisition points. When detecting an obstacle less than 1.2m in front of it, the Robat turned 90 

degrees towards the right, and performed a 1m step towards the right (after checking that there is 

no obstacle ahead). After performing a 1m step to the right, the Robat turned 90 degrees to the left 

and acquired an echo. If no obstacle was detected (meaning that the obstacle has been passed) the 

Robat continued straight (i.e., in its previous direction before turning right). If the way was still 

blocked (i.e., the obstacle was not passed), the Robat turned again to the right and kept moving 

towards the right (90 degrees relative to its original direction). 

 

4.4.2 Summing Echoes from all three headings 

In order to better mimic the bat, that has a beam much wider than Robat's beam, we examine an 

approach of summing the echoes returning from the three different headings (mentioned above) 

into one superposition echo, and then running the same (detection, localization and mapping) 

algorithms as described above. 

 

4.4.3 Evaluation of the Mapping Accuracy 

In order to examine the acoustic map generated by the Robat, inspired by [27],  we collected aerial 

images using a drone (DJI Phantom 4, DJI),  to construct a complete ground truth map of the area. 

This procedure was only performed for the large palm greenhouse 240 5x m . The contour of the 

objects on both sides of the trail in the greenhouse was extracted and compared to the contour of 

the inflated map that was acoustically reconstructed by the Robat (both contours were marked 

manually). Each of the two contours was fit by a 55-coefficient order polynomial function which 

was then sampled at 500 points to get a high-resolution description of the contour. The two 

contours (real and Robat-estimated) were compared by calculating the root mean square distance 

between them (the average over these 500 points, Figure 25). 
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Figure 25 – Acoustic mapping error estimation extracting contours from experiment, ground-

truth aerial footage Error function, difference between contour calculated from the robot 

mapping at each pixel. 

 

4.4.4 Classification and Decision Making 

Acoustic based object classification was performed using a neural-network that was trained on a 

binary task - classifying whether and object was a plant or not. Only objects that were located 

closer than 3[m] from the sensing unit were classified. 0.035 s long echoes were used from both 

the right and left ear. These recordings were passed through three band pass filters, without the 

transmitted echo, (20-40kHz, 40-60kHz and 60-100kHz). Each echo was represented by 6 signals 

- 3 filters x two ears. Next, a set of 21 acoustic features (see below) were extracted for from each 

band-passed recording  following T. Giannakopoulos [28]. Each echo was divided into seven 

windows equally spaced with an overlap of 40ms and the 21 features were extracted for each 

window generating a total of 147 dimensions per signal (21 features x 23 windows).  The classifier 

was thus fed with 6 signals (483 dimensions each) and the decision of the majority was used. 

 

Feature Name Total 
 

ZCR 
 

23 

Energy 46 
 

Entropy 
 

23 
 

Spectral Centroid 
 

23 
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Spectral Spread 23 

 

Spectral Flux 
 

23 
 

Spectral Rolloff 
 

23 
 

Chrome Vector 
 

299 

Table 4 - Classification Features 

The data was fed into a neural network with the following architecture:  

Input layer - 483 elements 

First layer – 105 elements with an RELU activation function 

Dropout - 0.5 

Second Layer – 50 elements with an RELU activation function 

Second Layer – 6 elements with an RELU activation function 

Output Layer – 1 element with a sigmoid activation function 

 

We used Python's TensorFlow to construct and train a three-layer neural-network (using the Keras 

directory).  

 

The training sets included 788 plant examples and 628 non-plant examples collected on may sites 

on campus. We used the camera that was on the Robat to label the echoes.  

 

Finally, to assess the statistical significance of our classification, we ran 100 permutations in which 

we assigned the training data randomly into the two classes (plants and non-plants), trained a 

classifier for each permutation and tested it on the same test-data. 

        Where kS are the subset frequencies, kN are the number of elements in kS . 

 
 

 

 

 

Graphic plot of the sonar features is described at Figure 27. 

 

Figure 26 - Feature Extraction based, 2000 Window, 1000 Step 
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Figure 27 - Sonar Feature Extraction 

 

4.4.5 Feature Extraction 

In 2015, T. Giannakopoulos [69] presented method of features extraction which uses this 

properties to classify genres of music, and instrumentals based on KNN method. 

In this research, we show that the sonar features extraction which is based on his method of 

extracting characteristics from the signal of each ear, the feature matrix is constructed from a 

rolling frame which reduces the samples from 8500 to 55 frames at the first set of experiments, 

and 10 frames at the second set. 

The features matrix includes 21 rows of features each line is calculated by different method, 

1. ZCR(Zero Crossing Rate) - The number of times the signal changes it value from 

positive to negative, divided by the length of the . 
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2. Entropy of Energy - abrupt changes in the energy level of an audio signal, dividing the 

sub-rolling energy by the total energy of this frame, the division operation resulting a 

sequence of sub-frame energy. 
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jE  - Sub frame energy. 

siE - current frame energy. 
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The entropy is calculated by: 
K

j j
j 1

H(i) e log(e )

=

= −  (33) 

3. Spectral Centroid and Spread 
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Spectral spread is the second central moment of the spectrum. To compute it, one has to take the 

deviation of the spectrum from the spectral centroid, according to the following equation: 
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4. Spectral Flux 
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 iEN (k) is the k-th normalized DFT coefficient at the i-th frame. 

 

5. Spectral Rolloff 

 

This feature is defined as the frequency below which a certain percentage of the 

magnitude distribution of the spectrum is concentrated. Therefore, if the m-th DFT 

coefficient corresponds to the spectral rolloff of the i-th frame, then it satisfies the 

following equation: 
m Wfl

i i
k 1 k 1

X (k) C X (k)

= =

=   (38) 

 Where C 0.9= . 

6. Chrome Vector 

 

Chroma vector is calculated by DFT coefficients windows into 12 bins. Each bin 

produces the mean of log-magnitudes of the respective DFT coefficient: 

 

k

i
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kn S

X (k)
v

N


=   
(39) 

 

4.4.6 Classification  

4.4.6.1 Dimensionality Reduction 

 

In order to achieve the best results, few algorithms were applied to the same dataset to determine 

the best algorithm. Feature vector of each BPF data consists 147 samples, comparing two 

dimensionality reduction algorithms, Principal Component Analysis(PCA) and Linear 

Discriminant Analysis(LDA). 

PCA is given by linear dimensionality reduction using singular value decomposition of the data to 

project it to a lower dimensional space, in this method each dataset can be reduced to any 

dimension. 

LDA is a supervised method, reduction is given by a set of class samples labels, the algorithm 

works by identifying the attributes that account for the most variance between the classes, the 

dimensionality reduction using this algorithm is limited to a maximum of (𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 − 1), at this 

research the classification is binary, maximum dimensions that can be extracted are 1. 

Here we compare two dimensionality reduction algorithms mentioned (Figure 28).   
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Figure 28 – LDA,PCA comparison 
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4.4.7 Classification Architecture 

 
 

4.4.8 Decision Making - Cul-De-Sac 

In addition to the object classification at the exploration process, during an ordinary bug 

exploration the robot can face a ‘dead-end’ situation, described at Figure 29. Meaning there are 

object in the front and sides of the platform, the regular bug algorithm solves this problem by 

following a specific direction. For example: the robot will always follow the left wall. 

 Base on the information gathered from the classification process, the robot can decide the next 

step, as this classification works currently binary, obstacle or non-obstacle (trees, plants, etc.) 
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assuming that the robot can drive through non-obstacle objects, the three-door problem describes 

the robot’s decision at this point.  

 
Figure 29 - Cul-De-Sac Decision Making 

 

 Experimental Results 

5.1.1 Acoustic Localization 

 
First experiments goal to the determine the most efficient algorithm to use in future positioning 
process of the robot, comparison between two different approaches, Iterative optimization by 
Newton Gauss as presented at equations (1-5) or analytic solution using [6] presented at equation 
(8). 

For the first set of experiments the Denso VP-6242 6DOF Robotic arm was used (see Figure 20) 

as the receiver module. 

Denso robot was chosen for these set of experiment as it has accuracy of ±0.02 mm and 0.5 m 

working area. A sensing unit mounted on the end of the robotic arm and it can be moved in 6 DoF.  

The sensing unit is connected to Single Board Computer (SBC) BeagleBone Black Linux 

embedded system based on 1GHz ARM Cortex-A8 run Ubuntu 14.04 ARMHF .The system is 

based on ROS)Robot Operating System( developed in Stanford University The platform is 

running the core and nodes for sensing  , nodes were written by us for sonar applications for our 

localization purpose. 
The Denso arm was placed in a starting position, 3 experiments each includes 12 measurements of 
20 mm displacement between each location, comparing the two methods as seen on Figure 30. 
Results show the received signal by BeagleBone system, as seen on Figure 30 . Calibration of 
speaker’s location was solved by equations (1-4). 
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Figure 30 - XY APS Estimated displacement using our acoustic positioning system, Exp 1, 

Exp 2,  Exp 3,     Real Displacement 

 

  

Figure 31 - 2 Axis Experiment, Room 4.5m x 

4.6m, (orange) real displacement, (blue) EXP 1, 

(gray) EXP 2 

 

Figure 32 - 2 Axis Experiment, Error Estimation 

 

Results processed by Newton Gauss algorithm converge to the same results as the analytic method 

of iterative optimization, Chan's algorithm, to decide between these two methods the same 

experiment was performed with ROS service solving the problem in two different approaches, 

results prove that Chan’s algorithm work 8 times faster than solving by 10 iterations of Newton 

Gauss.  

 

 
Figure 33 - Real-time visualization of signal received by ROS Service 

 

Second set of experiments includes two axis movement as seen in Figure 31 was executed to 

determine the precision of position estimation in a bigger room to simulate the greenhouse 

environment. 
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Estimated point for each physical point is given by calculation using Chan’s algorithm solving for 

X,Y position. The estimated position is transferred to the point cloud on map, using RVIZ 

simulation of ROS platform real-time visualization of the mobile robot as seen on Figure 31. 

For this experiment, we used the same set of sensors equipment connected to the Intel NUC 

computer trough USB port MCC DAQ USB-1608G-2AO board, sampling at 250KHz which is 

located on ‘Komodo’. 

5.1.2 Acoustic Mapping 

Following echo acquisition, acoustic peaks of interest (representing objects) were identified in the 

echoes (Figure 1B). Equivalent peaks - i.e., peaks returning from the same object - received by the 

two ears were matched and the reflecting objects were localized.  The time-delay between the 

emission and the arrival of the echoes was used to determine the distance of an object and the 

difference between the time of arrival of the echo to the two ears was used to determine its azimuth 

(i.e., Mapping was performed in 2D, Figure 1C, Turquoise points depict objects' location, see 

Methods for full details). Importantly, the Robat was able to localize multiple objects whose 

echoes were received within a single beam (Figure S1). This ability has not been reported by 

previous studies and bats are likely able to do so. After every 5 steps (i.e., 2.5m) the Robat applied 

an inflation and interpolation algorithm that incorporated the newly mapped objects into the map 

that has been created so far (based on the previous echoes, Figure 1C, yellow shaded area, see 

Methods). At each time step, following echo acquisition and object localization, the Robat planned 

its next movement according to the iterative map that has been created so far and according to the 

objects detected in the most recent acquisition. Movement planning was based on the bug 

algorithm [29] which can be simply described as turning 90 degrees to the right, whenever an 

obstacle is encountered ahead, and then turning left to maneuver around the obstacle. 

 

The movement and mapping algorithms were tested in two outdoor environments: (1) The 

pteridophyte greenhouse (5m x 12m) and (2) The palm greenhouse (40m x 5m) both situated in 

the Tel Aviv University Botanical Garden.  

The Robat successfully moved through both new environments without hitting objects and while 

mapping their locations and contour line (see Robat's trajectory depicted in black in Figure 34A). 

When an obstacle was placed in the Robat's way, it moved around it (Figure 2B). To quantify the 

mapping performance, we compared the contour of the objects as it was estimated by the Robat to 

the real contour (which we estimated from drone images in the Palm greenhouse and measured 

manually in the Pteridophyte greenhouse).  In the palm greenhouse, the mean distance between 

the two contours was 0 42 0 74. . (mean + STD) [m] meaning that along the 35m trail that the Robat 

passed and mapped in the Palm greenhouse, the estimated borders of the objects on both sides of 

the trail, were off by 42cm on average, relative to their real position. This might seem inaccurate 

when considering bats' ability to estimate range with an accuracy of less than 1cm in a highly 

controlled experiment, [30] [31] but it should be emphasized that the Robat only detected and 

localized parts of the objects while their borders were delineated based on our inflation an 

interpolation algorithm (Methods). Moreover, note that many of the objects in our environment 

were plants with multiple branches so that the exact borders of the objects were inherently difficult 

to define (even in the drone images). Similar performance 0 42 0 74. . (mean + STD) [m]) was 

observed in the second environment (the Pteridophyte greenhouse, Figure 35). 
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Figure 34 - Mapping and obstacle avoidance.  (a)  Robat’s mapping of the greenhouse 
overlaid on drone images. Black line depicts the trajectory taken by the Robat.  Yellow 
shaded areas show the objects mapped  by  the  Robat  and  the  blue  line  shows  their 

borders.   White points depict the center of the  objects  as  they  have  been  localized  by 
the Robat. (b) Passing a cylinder obstacle (D=0.8(m)) that has been placed in the Robat’s 
way. Yellow arrows show the trajectory taken by the Robat to pass the obstacle (doing so 
fully autonomously).  Turquoise points depict points on the  obstacle  as  they have been 
localized by the Robat. (c) Examples of object classification. Two correct classifications 

and two wrong ones are presented. Note that the ’non-plant’ classified as a plant includes 
a bamboo mesh.  Such mesh objects create echoes that have plant-like acoustic    

characteristics. 
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(A) (B) 

 

Figure 35 - Acoustic Mapping of the Pteridophyte Greenhouse. Blue lines show the approximate 

borders of the vegetation in the greenhouse. Black line shows the Robat's movement in the 

greenhouse, a total of ca. 20m. The mean mapping error was 0.44 ±   0.25 [m] (mean + STD) 

 

5.1.3 Classification 

When moving through the environment a real bat can probably use echoes in order to classify 

objects into categories (e.g., rocks, trees, bushes) and even to identify specific objects (e.g., a 

specific beech tree in its favorite foraging site).  Such recognition would greatly assist the bat to 

navigate, for example, by recognizing specific landmarks at important turning points along its 

flight route and it could also assist its foraging, for example, but recognizing specific vegetation 

that is rich in fruit or insects [18], [32]. So far we demonstrated that the Robat can translate a novel 

natural environment into a binary map of open spaces and obstacles.  In order to improve the 

mapping, we  added a classification step to the algorithm, which was performed using a neural-

network that was trained to distinguish between two object categories - plants and non-plants. To 

this end, a set of acoustic features were extracted from the echoes and used as input for the network 

(Methods).  The Robat was able to classify objects as plants or not plants significantly above 

chance level (Table 5 - Classification performance on the test set, for the plant vs. non-plant task) 

with a balanced accuracy of 68% (chance was 50%, P=0.01, based on a permutation test with 100 

permutations, the balanced accuracy is the number of correct classifications in each class, divided 

by the number of examples in each class, averaged over all classes. This measurement mitigates 

biases which could rise from unbalanced class sizes, see Methods).  

Finally, we tested the functionality of this classification ability by purposefully driving the Robat 

into a dead end where it faced obstacles in all directions ahead (i.e., right, left and straight ahead, 

Figure 29). The Robat had to determine which of the three obstacles was a plant, through which 

it could drive, and it did so successfully at ~70% of the cases 

 

Best results achieved by classification based on TensorFlow(neural network architecture 

mentioned at method section): 
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Table 5 - Classification performance on the test set, for the plant vs. non-plant task 

5.1.4 Video 

Experiments videos are available at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9OVUKLDUHE 

 

Video includes experiments from Palm Greenhouse, Botanical Garden, Tel Aviv University. All 

parts are integrated to work simultaneously on the robot: Acoustic Localization(BAT-GPS), 

Acoustic Mapping, Classification and Path Planning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9OVUKLDUHE&t=95s
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 Discussion 
A full demonstration of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) should also include a 

step in which the map is used in order to navigate back to points of interest within it. We did not 

perform this step physically because we found that running a commonly used path planning 

algorithm (such as the gradient technique planner [33]) on-board the Robat took too long to be 

useful. Nevertheless, to our best knowledge, this is the first successful attempt to build an 

autonomous robot that moves through a novel environment and maps it acoustically. We achieved 

high mapping accuracy, despite our simple approach, proving the great potential of using active 

wide-band sound emissions to map an environment. We created a (2D) topographic map which 

would allow us to plan future movements through the environment (and not a topological map). 

The statistical approach presented in Vanderelst, Steckel [10] is therefore complementary to ours, 

allowing to classify specific locations based on their echoes. For example, when navigating back 

to a specific location using the map created by the Robat, their approach could be used to validate 

the arrival at the desired location and to help adjusting the map to improve its accuracy. 

 

The Robat was much slower than a real bat, stopping for ca. 30 seconds every 0.5m to acquire 

echoes. This slowness was however, merely a result of the mechanical limitations of our system 

and mainly the gimbal that was slow. Using a speaker with a wider beam (that eliminates the need 

to turn at each location) would allow the Robat to acquire echoes on the move, while moving as 

fast as a bat. Importantly, despite our stopping for echo recording, the acoustic information we 

acquired did not differ from that received by a bat, except for the fact that a bat's echoes would 

also be slightly Doppler-shifted (but this would probably not affect any of our results).  

In some respects, our processing was not fully bat-like. We used a sampling rate  of 250kHz, which 

is much higher than the theoretical time precision of the auditory system [34]. In theory this 

oversampling should allow superior localization accuracies in comparison to what a bat is capable 

of. However, due to the inflation and interpolation method  that we used in order to delineate the 

borders of the objects, the effective accuracy of our mapping was much lower than that allowed 

by this high sampling rate, and probably much lower than that available to bats [30], [31]. 

Therefore, we hypothesize that using an auditory preprocessing model like that used in 

‘BATSLAM’ for example [21]would probably not change our results dramatically. Another 

advantage that we had over real bats was the relatively large distance between the two ears which 

were spaced 7cm apart - ca. two times more than in a large bat. This probably allowed more 

accurate azimuth estimations, but once again, we hypothesize that because of the use of inflation, 

this did not improve our performance dramatically. Importantly, we managed to extract 

information about multiple objects within a single sonar beam. On average, in each echo that 

contained reflections (some echoes did not) we detected 4.1 objects positioned in a range of 

azimuths between -50 - 50 degrees.  In some respects, our approach was probably much more 

simplistic than a bat. For example, the obstacle avoidance algorithm was very simple and a better 

approach would probably use control-theory to steer the Robat around obstacles [35] 

In order to better mimic the bat's beam, we used three beams (directed 60 degrees apart), but this 

made our task easier than a bat's because we could analyze the echoes returning from each direction 

separately. We therefore also tested an approach in which we sum the three echoes collected (with 

different headings) at each acquisition point, thus mimicking a wider beam. Even with this 

degraded data, we were able to map the environment with a decent accuracy of 1.14 ±   0.70 [m] 

(mean + STD, Figure S6.b), an accuracy that would allow future planning of trajectories while 

avoiding obstacles on the way. 
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In addition to mapping the positions of objects in the environment, a complete map should also 

include information about the objects such as their type or identity. To show that such information 

is available in the echoes, we developed a classifier that can categorize objects based on their echo, 

restricting ourselves to the basic task of telling apart plants from non-plants. Note that our division 

of objects into plants and non-plants aimed to prove that classification can be performed, but we 

could have probably chosen categories that are more relevant for navigation. For example, many 

of the classification mistakes were cases in which the Robat categorized an artificial mesh as a 

plant. From an acoustic point of view, this is not surprising so a better division for navigation could 

be diffusive verses glint-reflecting objects.  

 

Altogether, we show how a rather simple signal processing approach allows to autonomously 

move and map a new environment based on acoustic information. Our work thus proves the great 

potential of using acoustic echoes to map and navigate, a potential that is translated into action by 

echolocating bats on a daily basis. 

 

 

 Future Work 

7.1 Localization 

• Fusion with Magnetic Localization. 

• Acoustic Localization - Working at higher frequencies, Wider bandwidth, better 

correlation should give us more accurate results. 

• Optimal Speaker Localization, researched worldwide mainly by Carnegie Mellon 

University. 

• Multiple transmitters to get more accurate results, GPS like system. 

• Encoding the transmitted signal. 

 

7.2 Navigation 

• Placing active sensing unit at different height of the robot should give us better 

understanding about the object in front of us. 

• Optimization of object classification, by ANN, or by different pre-process of the recorded 

data. 

 

7.3 Path Planning 

• Implementation of more complex algorithms, working with local and global map. 
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 תקציר 
 

האחרונות, מחקרים מראים כי שווי השוק המוערך בשנים  וגוברבתחום החקלאות הולך  םהשימוש ברובוטים קרקעיי

מיליארד דולר. חברות רבות בשוק עוסקות בפתרון לבעיית  139-לרובוטיים חקלאים מוערך בכ 2022בשנת 

בממ"ג)מערכת מיקום גלובאלית( ללוקאליזציה, או הלוקאליזציה ומיפוי, רובן בשימוש טכנולוגיה זהה, בין אם מדובר 

מצריך מציאת טכנולוגיות  םחיישן אופטי סורק)לידר( למיפוי, השימוש ההולך וגובר בכלים רובוטים קרקעיי

 ואלגוריתמים שונים הניתנים למימוש בתחום זה לשיפור התוצאות הקיימות.

מימים, משמשים בעיקר לשימושים צבאיים -ט התתמערכות סונאר נמצאות בשימוש שנים רבות בתחום כלי השיי

למיפוי, איכון מטרות, בנוסף למטרות דייג לשערוך כמות דגים במים. סונאר נמצא בשימוש במערכות הרובוטיקה 

 הקרקעיות בעיקר כמד מרחק, על ידי מדידת זמן המעוף המוחזר מחפצים הנמצאים בסביבה.

כון באמצעות הדים, משתמשים ביכולות אלו לניווט בזמן מעוף, וסיווג מליון שנה במערכת אי 52ם כעטלפים משתמשי

כגון פירות הנמצאים על העצים. עטלפים משתמשים בשידור גל סינוס בתדירות משתנה, מחקרים מראים כי על עצמים 

משידור בסיס ההחזרים האקוסטיים מן החפצים ניתן להסיק את סוג הפרי, או סוג החפץ. על ידי מדידת זמן המעוף 

 האות עד לשמיעת ההד ניתן למדוד את המרחק מן החפץ. 

מחקר זה עוסק ביצירת מערכת חישה בהשראת הטבע, מבוססת על יכולות העטלף למיפוי וסיווג, ובניית מערך מתאים 

 הניתן לשימוש ברובוט החקלאי. בפרק הראשון, בעיית הלוקאליזציה, אודומטריה, ספירת צעדים, נמצא בשימוש נרחב

הגדול בטכנולוגיה זו הינה צבירת שגיאה  ןברובוטיקה לשערוך מיקום הרובוט במרחב ביחס לנקודת ההתחלה, החיסרו

לאורך זמן כתוצאה מהחלקה של הגלגלים על המשטח, בעיה משמעותית עוד יותר בתנועה בתוך חממה באזורים בהם 

חבים סגורים בהתבסס על מדידת הפרשי זמן בין חול. בפרק זה תוצג מערכת אקוסטית למיפוי במר/ישנו מצבור מים

אות  ןלמערכת המשדרים הסטטית, בהינת תסינכרוני-רמקולים, משדרים, הממוקמים במרחב. הרובוט מקליט בצורה א

הכולל את ארבעת האותות מהמשדרים משערך ומעדכן במפה את מיקומו במרחב. מערכת זו מאפשרת לנו לבטל את 

ובשלב מאוחר יותר להקטין את השגיאה במיפוי מאחר ומתבסס גם כן על האודומטריה, השגיאה הנצברת כתוצאה מ

 מיקום הרובוט במרחב.

בפרק השני, מיפוי אקטיבי של המרחב בהתבסס על גלים אקוסטיים המשודרים תוך כדי תנועת הרובוט, למחקר זה 

זניים, ורמקול אחד המשמש כפה, גל מיקרופונים המשמשים כאו 2נבנתה מערכת חישה מותאמת אישית המבוססת על 

המיקרופונים ניתן לשחזר  2קה"צ משודר, ועל ידי מדידת הפרשי הזמן בין  100עד  20בתדירות משתנה בתדרים של 

מימד. כל נקודה במרחב מיוצגת על ידי תמונת סונאר פנוראמית הנבנית תוך כדי תנועה -את מיקום החפץ במרחב בדו

 ות שונות.על ידי דגימה בשלוש זווי

בינארי של לסיווג בפרק השלישי גישות שונות  יםבהתבסס על הגלים האקוסטיים שהוקלטו בזמן המיפוי האקטיבי מוצג

. לסט אימון המסווג הוקלטו הדים ממאות דגימות של חפצים בהתבסס על אלגוריתמים שונים, חפץ או צמח, עצמים

בין הגישות השונות שנמצאות תחת ההשוואה קיימים:  ל אביב,ועצים בזוויות ומיקומים שונים ברחבי אוניבסיטת ת

חילוץ מאפיינים במישור התדר והזמן להד המוחזר מהחפץ, שיטות שונות להפחתת ממדים, ניתוח גורמים ראשיים, 

בשימוש בסיווג מבוסס רשת ניורנים, נמצא כי אחוזי ההצלחה עבור נמצא כי תוצאות הסיווג הטובות ביותר שהתקבלו 

 .70%, בעוד שעבור חפצים 82%חים הינם צמ

הגלים האקוסטיים, תכנון  על בסיס המפה שנבנתה באמצעותבנוסף, בפרק זה מוצג פתרון לבעיית תכנון המסלול 

ול מתבצע בשתי שלבים, תכנון לוקאלי וגלובאלי, כאשר התכנון הגלובאלי מחושב באמצעות חיפוש מונחה המסל

 מתבסס על ידי חישוב פונקציית מחיר לסימולציות הרצות בזמן אמת על הרובוט.היוריסטיקה, והתכנון הלוקאלי 

 

 


